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Round 13 Men’s Results
A & B Grade—No Game
C Grade

D Grade

Golden Grove
O’Sullivan Beach
Lonsdale

7

5

47

Golden Grove

11

9

75

O’Sullivan Beach
Lonsdale

20

5

125

4

6

30

9

1

55

15

9

99

Under 18s
Golden Grove
Woodville

Round 11 Women’s Results
B Grade

A Grade
Golden Grove
Morphett ville Pk

10

8

68

Golden Grove

1

0

6

4

5

29

Kenilworth

9

13

67

Club news
Please note there will be no meals at the
Clubrooms on Saturday 14 July.

Chocolate boxes are now overdue. Please
return them asap to your Team Manager.

Under 9 Blue
Round 11 saw U9 Blue return to Harpers Field to play Walkerville. Numbers were a
little stretched this week with Blake, Patrick and Jayden all unable to play and Sam
was our captain for the day. After a break from normal training during the week with
the focus on team building games the enthusiasm seemed high and the pre-game
warmup was completed at a high level. The message to boys prior to the game was
to be first to the ball and to ensure we tackle strong when required.
The game commenced in almost perfect conditions with strong crowd again out to
support the boys. Walkerville were able to win the ball out of the middle and moved
the ball relatively easily down to their forward lines. Great pressure from our boys in
defence ensured that scoring was difficult however they were able to retain the ball
in the area and have a number of shots at goal. Sam, Jamison and Austyn worked
well in the middle and Jackson and Lochy were creating run from defence. Across
the field we looked a little flat and seemed to be letting Walkerville win the ball with
relative ease and our tackling looked to be a little off… The siren sounded to end a
tough first quarter, the break certainly came at a good time.
The message at quarter time to boys was to do the simple things that we highlighted before the game and have
been practicing at training… Rotations were made and the boys headed out to start the second quarter. As the
quarter commenced we were able to win the ball and move it out of the middle starting off from a nice handball from
Ryan. Our tackles seemed stronger as Walkerville weren’t able to break them, one highlight was a great team tackle from Austyn & Sam and another from Brady & Jackson in the forward line. We seemed to be playing a lot better
team footy from the first quarter, Harry was able to snap a nice goal and then Cameron was unlucky to miss what
would have been a great goal. The enthusiasm and energy seemed to be high with the boys getting around each
other throughout the quarter. As the quarter went on we were able to maintain control through some great team
footy across the oval and finish off with a number of goals late in the quarter
from Sam & Lochy. The first half came to an end with Jacob taking a nice
mark deep in the forward line after a nice kick from Sam unfortunately the
mark was completed just after the siren and not awarded. It was great to see
the boys get around Jacob and then come together for the long break.
The halftime break gave all an opportunity to have a drink, a quick orange and
highlight the number of positives from the second quarter. The third quarter
commenced and it was pleasing to see the boys commence the quarter with
the same intensity from the second quarter. In defence Cameron and Harry
both took nice marks and were able to move the ball forward. Jackson was
busy covering a lot of ground and applying some great pressure whilst Kadin
and Brady were involved in a couple of nice strong tackles. In the forward
lines, Austyn and Jamison ensured the ball stayed in the forward area with
some great pressure whilst late in the quarter Sam was able to kick nice long
goal. The siren sounded to end what was another great quarter from the boys.
The three quarter time break was an opportunity to grab a quick drink and recharge for the last quarter, the message to the boys was to ensure we played to good team footy and finish off the game. The quarter started with a
good tap from Jackson to Kadin. As the quarter went it developed into an arm wrestle with both teams having opportunities to score, inaccurate kicking saw us kick a couple of points early. Down the other end of the field, Brandon saved what would have been a certain goal with a nice tackle right on the goal line. As the quarter went on we
were able to move the ball with some nice movement from their defence with Harry and Cameron both involved. In
the forward lines there was some great team play on display with a couple of
handballs to players who were in a better position. The final siren sounded to
bring to an end what was a great game, we congratulated the other team and
then sang the club song. It was really pleasing after a slow and sluggish start
from the boys in the first quarter to see them respond with three really good
quarters. With school holidays now here and no games for the next couple of
weeks we’ll have an opportunity to rest up and get ready for the last few
games. I would like thank all the parents that assisted with the game in what
was pretty average conditions.
Lastly, a special thanks to all at GGFC who decided to support the McGrath
Foundation with teams adopting pink socks. It was great to see all the tremendous support for charity who supports a disease that unfortunately affects
so many families. GO BURRAS!

Under 10 Blue
This week's game for Golden Grove Under 10 Blue was away
against Athelstone football club. Today was a special day that saw
our team trade their GGFC coloured socks for some pink socks to
help raise money for the McGrath Foundation. Our captains for today were Kayden Hancock and Thomas Palmer.
It was a windy morning so our players didn't need much convincing
to get into their warm-up routine. Fortunately for us, we started the
game with a significant breeze to our advantage. The game started
and our players looked sharp and were straight into business. With
some good quick ball movement and some nice help from the
breeze, we managed to kick a couple of unanswered goals in the
first quarter. As could be expected based on the wind, the second
quarter saw Athelstone managed to get on the scoreboard. This
quarter it was their turn to do all the scoring as our boys had done in
the first quarter. Unfortunately, Athelstone did a little more scoring
that we had managed and took the lead as we went into the half time huddle.
Despite being a little bit down from the previous quarter, the second half started with our players fighting back and
creating more of a contest. The two teams seem to have matched up quite well and it had become harder to get the
ball moving freely. There was not as much scoring from either side in this quarter but we did manage to kick the
only goal to help reduce the margin. Heading into the final quarter we knew it was going to be tough to get the win
today. With a lead of two goals it was Athelstone who had the advantage of the breeze again, so far all the goals for
this game had been kicked at this same end. The final quarter was again a much more even contest much like it
was during the third. It did take a while but we managed to break through and kick a couple of goals against the
wind. The final passage of play saw our players win the ball out of the centre and push forward but only to be beaten by the siren before we could get one last score. Given that the game started out feeling unbalanced but ended
as a very close competitive game, it was quite fitting that today's game ended up in a draw. Well done Burras in
what was a great second half fight back!!!
Our goal scorers for today were Joey Musolino, Thomas Palmer, Zak Dimasi, Mitchell Sobczak, and Owen Manders. Well done Burras in what was a great second half fight back!!! Many thanks to all the great and positive support from all the parents and family. Thanks also to the game day helpers.

Under 12 Red
OMG what a weekend!! Quiz night, Pink Socks round, 3rd
vs 2nd and two boys playing their 100th game. Golden
Grove taking on Walkerville at Harpers field and what a
cracker of a game it was!!
Captain Josh Richter (100 games) and Vice Captain Talan
Cooper (100 games) posed for photos in front of the banner
before leading the team out onto the battle field. With the
pregame speech fresh in their minds and the boys right behind them, every player knew what needed to be done. With
the smell of deep heat in the air the first quarter lived up to all
the expectations. The backline played man on man spoiling
and rebounding the ball out of the backlines delivering the
ball to the midfield to run it into the forward lines to get the
first score on the board. The attack on the ball was relentless
and the boys were putting their bodies on the line and being first to the ball. This was the game changer every
50/50 ball we were winning as the scoreboard continued to tick over.
By half time the feeling from around the ground was somewhat electric. The style of footy being played was everything we have been talking about for weeks. The boys knew they had a score to settle and with their confidence
high they attacked the third quarter like their first keeping the opposition to a minimal score and playing like a champion team. The fourth quarter saw us pepper the goals and no matter how many times the boys got knocked down
they continued to get back up with the support from their team mates. They continued to run, spoil from behind and
find targets up front.
Rotation from the bench continued to flow to keep the legs
fresh and that combined with a great team effort was how
the game was won.
Final score – Golden Grove 6.8.44 def Walkerville 1.1.7
A big thank you to the three U11 red boys for filling in and
contributing to a great win: Zak Hooker, Jace Richardson
and Owen Jarrad. Well done to Josh Richter and Talan
Cooper on their milestone 100 games. Well done to best
players – Chris O’Malley, Kaya Allan, Danyle Dobie, Talan
Cooper, Josh Richter, Xander Mossop, Cael Gursoy, Lachlan Giles and Riley Sewell
Thanks also go to Liz Stevens for organising pink socks for the team, Stuart Giles for organising the teams for the
quiz night, Gary Scott & Leon Feltrin for their support over the past few weeks, Leanne Scott for the great game day
photos and as always all the parent helpers and supporters.
And that’s a wrap. Massive thanks goes out to Jamie for bringing out the best in our team, stepping up as Coach.
The boys have really enjoyed the change of pace and commitment you have shown to them. Four wins from four
testing games, he’s proven he’s more than just the Runner and Assistant Coach of the team. We welcome Coach
Damian back in time for the next game after an adventurous overseas family holiday.

Major Sponsors

Gold Sponsors

Silver Sponsors

Bronze Sponsors

Tailored Sponsors
ADELAIDE OFF ROAD
BRYCES BAKERY
CHICKEN JIM
CHRIS BARRON ENGINEERING
D & S QUALITY MEATS
JARVIS NORWOOD
JOHN’S PRINT CENTRE

FASTA PASTA
PIZZA BITE
ST JAMES FIRST AID
TTG GOLF CLUB
XTREME INFLATABLES
ZAMBRERO

Application for Social Membership
Fee for 2018 - $35 Single or $60 Family
($1.00 off for alcoholic drinks and 50c off non-alcoholic drinks)
To be forwarded with application to: Golden Grove Football Club,
PO Box 1238, Golden Grove Village, SA, 5125
Website: ggfc.com.au
Surname:___________________________________________________________

Given Names:________________________________________________________
Address:____________________________________________________________
Contact Number:_______________________Mobile:_________________________

Email address:________________________________________________________
Date:________________________________Signed:_________________________

